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l. INTRODUCTION 
We study algebras given by a set of defining relations of the form xixi = x1xi . 
We denote such an algebra as K(G) where G is a graph corresponding to the 
complement of the set of pairs (i,j). To be precise, let G be a symmetric graph 
without loops having vertex set {vi} where i ranges over some index set A. 
Let K be a field. Let K(G) denote the algebra over K generated by the set 
{vi} subject to the relations [vi, v1] = 0 if and only if vi and v1 are not adjacent. 
Our main theorem is as follows: If K(G) ~ K(G') asK-algebras then G ~ G'. 
These algebras were studied from a different viewpoint in [1]. 
II. NOTATION 
The following notation will be used here. Let K;(G) denote the K-subspace 
of K(G) generated by monomials of degree i in the vertices. For y E K1(G), 
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let the support supp(y), denote the subgraph of G whose vertices are those 
vertices which occur in y with nonzero coefficient, and whose edges are all the 
edges of G between such vertices. Given a connected component C of supp(y), 
project y to the span of the vertices in C, i.e., if y = L: kvv the projection is 
LvEC kvv. Let the decomposition dec(y), denote the collection of such projections, 
ranging over the connected components of y. The terms supp(y) and dec(y) 
will be used to describe elements of the centralizer Z(y) of a vertex y in K1 . 
For an isomorphism f3 from K(G) to K(G') which preserves degrees, let 
v ~ w denote the binary relation {(v, w): vis a vertex of G, w is a vertex of G', 
v E supp {3-1(w) and wE supp f3(v)}. 
For an arbitrary symmetric graph G without loops let > be the binary 
relation on the vertices of G such that v1 > v2 if and only if for all v3 E G, if 
v3 is adjacent to v2 then either v3 is adjacent to v1 , or v3 = v1 • Let the relation 
v1 == v2 mean that v1 > v2 and v2 > v1 . 
III. GRAPH-THEORETIC RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. For any symmetric graph without loops, > is a quasi-order 
(reflexive and transitive). 
Proof. Reflexivity is immediate. Suppose v, > v5 and v5 > vk but not 
v; > vk . Then i, j, k must be distinct. There must exist a vertex vm such that 
vm is adjacent to vk but Vm =I= V; and vm is not adjacent to V; • Suppose first that 
vm =I= vi . Then from V; > vk we have Vm adjacent to v 1 and V; > V; gives a 
contradiction. Next suppose vm = v5 • Then V; is adjacent to vk . So by V; > v; , 
V~,; is adjacent to V; . By V; > vk , V; is adjacent to V; . But this contradicts 
vm = V; not adjacent to V; • 
It follows that the relation v1 == v2 is an equivalence relation. 
LEMMA 2. Any equivalence class of == induces a subgraph of G which is 
either totally connected or totally disconnected. 
Proof. Suppose v1 and v2 are in the same class. If v3 is adjacent to v2 , then 
v3 = v1 or v3 is adjacent to v1 . So v3 is adjacent to every vertex of the class 
except itself. By the same argument, every other pair of vertices in the class 
are also adjacent. 
As usual, the quotient graph Gj ~ will denote the graph in which two 
equivalent classes are adjacent if and only if they have some adjacent representa-
tives. 
THEOREM 3. If c: a;~-+ G'f== is an isomorphism of graphs such that 
corresponding equivalence classes have the same cardinality and type (i.e., totally 
connected or totally disconnected), then G is isomorphic to G'. 
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Proof. We choose any isomorphism of sets between each pair of corre-
sponding equivalence classes. Assume v1 and v2 are vertices of G. If v1 and v2 
lie in the same class, their adjacency or nonadjacency is preserved, by the 
assumption about type. Suppose v1 and v2 lie in different classes. If v1 and v2 
are adjacent, their classes are adjacent. Hence the image of the class of v1 under c 
is adjacent to the image of the class of v2 • The argument in Lemma 3 now 
shows that any matrix in the class of c(v1) is adjacent to any vertex in the class 
of c(v2). In particular, c(v1 ) and c(v2) are adjacent. Similarly, if v1 and v2 are 
not adjacent the classes of c(v1) and c(v2) are not adjacent and, consequently, 
c(v1 ) and c(v2) are not adjacent. 
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 4. For any sequence k; of elements of K, indexed on A there exists 
a unique automorphism K(G) sending V; to V; + k; for each i EA. 
Proof. If vi and vm commute, so will vi + ki and Vm + km . Therefore 
there exists a unique homomorphism K(G) to K(G) sending V; to V; + k; for 
each i EA. On composing this homomorphism with another sending V; to 
V; - k; for each i E A, we see that each is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose K(G) is isomorphic to K(G') for some graphs G, G'. 
Then there exists an isomorphism (:3: K(G) to K(G') such that (:3(K1(G)) = K1(G'). 
Proof. Let f be an isomorphism from K(G) to K(G'). Suppose f(v;) = 
k; + terms of higher degree. Then if we compose f with an isomorphism 
obtained from Lemma 1 we may eliminate the terms k; . Thus we will assume 
k; = 0. Now let f(v;) = L: biiwi + terms of higher degree. It follows that 
whenever [v;, vm] = 0 that [L: b;iwi, L: bmiwi] = 0. Therefore there exists 
a unique homomorphism g: K(G)-->- K(G') such that g(v;) = L: biiwi. Likewise 
f-1 yields a corresponding homomorphism g1 such that g1(K1(G')) C K1(G). 
Now gg1 and g1g are the identity on K1(G') and K1(G) respectively. Since K1(G) 
generates K(G) and K(G') generates K(G'), gg1 and g1g are the identity on all 
of K(G') and K(G). Therefore g is an isomorphism. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 6. A basis for Z(y) is given by dec(y) together with all vertices not 
in supp(y) and not connected to any vertex of supp(y) by an edge. 
Proof. Two sums L: C;V; and L: d;v; commute if and only if c;dj = cidi 
whenever there is an edge from V; to vi in G. Let y = L: C;V; , z = L: d;v; . 
First consider those equations for V;, viE supp(y). We must have that V;, vi 
belong to the same component of supp(y), since V; and vi are joined by an 
edge. If some d; =F 0 then all di =F 0 for vi in the same component of supp(y) 
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as vi , and the equations express the fact that there exists u E K such that 
di = uci for all vi in this component. It also follows that all members of dec(y) 
belong to Z(y). This implies that by subtracting off a linear combination of 
elements of dec(y) from z we obtain z1 whose support is contained in the 
complement of supp(y). Suppose vi occurs with nonzero coefficient in z1 • 
If vi is joined to an element vi in supp(y) by an edge then d; #- 0, ci = 0, 
ci #- 0 gives a contradiction to the equation cidi = cidi . Therefore z 1 is a 
linear combination of vertices not in supp(y) and not joined to a vertex of 
supp(y) by an edge. Conversely any such vertex belongs to Z(y). This com-
pletes the proof. 
LEMMA 7. Let (3 be an isomorphism from K(G) to K(G') such that (3(K1(G)) = 
K 1(G').Let v E supp({3-1(w)),Jor v E G, wE G'.For all wk #-winG' if[w", w] = 0 
then [wk, (3(v)] = 0. 
Proof. Write (3-1(w) = L.fi where fiE dec((3-1(w)). Since wand wk commute, 
so do (3-1(w) and (3-1(wk)· By Lemma 3 we can write (3-1(w") = L. aJi + r1 
where the vertices of supp(r1) are not in supp((3-1(w)) and not connected to any 
vertex of supp((3-1(w)) by an edge. The vertex v, since it is in supp((3-1(w)) 
must belong to supp(fi) for somej. No multiple ofji occurs in (3-1(w~c)- ai(3-1(w). 
Vertices not in fi , but joined to a vertex of fi by an edge cannot occur in either 
(3-1(w1,) or (3-1(w). Therefore [(3-1(wk) - ai(3-1(w), v] = 0. Therefore [w~c- aiw, 
(3(v)] = 0. By applying Lemma 6 we have (3(b) = b1w + b2wk + r2 where 
supp(r2) consists of vertices different from w and wk and not joined to w or wk 
by an edge. Then wk commutes with w by hypothesis, and also with wk and 
with r2 • Thus [wk, ~(v)] = 0. This proves the lemma. 
v. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
We assume (3 is an isomorphism K(G)-->- K(G') sending K 1(G) to K 1(G'), 
by Lemma 2. 
Step I. For each viE G there exists a wi E G' such that vi~ wi. Write 
(3(vi) = L. bikwk and (3-1(wk) = L. b1,i1>vi since (3(3-1 is the identity, L. h;~cbl:i1 > = I. 
Thus for some j, bii #- 0, b~:;-1 > #- 0. This is equivalent to V; ""'wi . 
Step II. The relation ~ induces a function from the vertices of Gf== to 
the vertices G' / ==. 
We assume v == v', v ~ w, and v' ~ w'; we prove that w == w'. Actually, 
it is enough, by symmetry, to show that if v' > v, v ""'w, and v' ""'zo', then 
w' > w. In other words, we shall assume x #- w' and x is not adjacent to w' 
and prove that xis not adjacent tow. Without loss of generality, w #- w'. 
Since xis not adjacent tow', [x, w'] = 0. By Lemma 7, [x, (3(v')] = 0. Hence 
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[,S-1(x), v'] = 0. By applying Lemma 6, we find that ,B-1(x) = av' + f where 
supp(f) consists of vertices not adjacent or equal to v'. Vertices not adjacent 
or equal to v' are not adjacent to v (v' > v). Hence [f, v] = 0. 
[x, ,B(v)] = ,B[av' + J, v] = a,B([v', v]). (*) 
Suppose a =I= 0 and [ v', v] =I= 0. Thus v, v' are adjacent so v ¢ supp(f). 
Since w' is in supp(,B(v')) and w' =I= x, the equality x = a,B(v') + ,B(f) yields 
w' E supp(,B(f)). Apply Lemma 7 to each vertex in supp(f): [J, v] = 0 implies 
[,8(!), w] = 0. Thus [w', w] = 0. Again by Lemma 7, [,B(v), w'] = 0, i.e., 
[v, ,B-1(w')] = 0. But v' E supp ,B-1(w'). Hence [v, v'] = 0. This contradiction 
shows a = 0 or [v, v'] = 0. Substituting in(*), we obtain [x, ,B(v)] = 0. 
Since wE supp ,B(v), [x, w] = 0. Therefore xis not adjacent tow. 
Step III. If ,8* is the map G(==---+ G' (== of the previous step then ,8* is an 
isomorphism of graphs. 
By symmetry, ,8* is bijective on vertices. We will finish by showing that ,8* 
preserves adjacency. 
Suppose two classes of G(== are adjacent. Let v, v' be adjacent representatives 
of these two classes, and let w, w' be such that w "" v, w' ~ v'. Then we have 
[v, v'] =I= 0 by adjacency of v, v'. Also w =I= w' since ,8* is a bijection. 
As in the last portion of the previous step, [w, w'] = 0 implies [v, v'] = 0. 
Thus if v and v' are adjacent so are wand w'. 
Step IV. Two classes which correspond under ,8* have the same cardinality. 
On Step II it was actually shown that if w ~ v, w' ~ v', and v' > v then 
w' > w. Suppose y E supp ,B(v). We claim w > y. If x =I= w is not adjacent tow 
then [x, w] = 0. By Lemma 7, [x, ,B(v)] = 0. Since y E supp ,B(v), x andy are 
not adjacent. Thus w > y. By transitivity of >, we have proved that ,8 maps v 
to a linear combination of vertices y such that w' > y. 
We would like to extend this to strict inequality: if v' > v and v' =1= v and 
v' "" w' then ,8 maps v to a linear combination of vertices y such that w' > y 
and w' =!= y. But if w' = y then w > y (from the last paragraph) yields w > w'. 
But by the result of Step II, since v ""'w, w' ""v', and w > w' we have v > v'. 
This contradicts v =!= v'. 
Fix a vertex v' and choose w' so that v' ~ w' (Step 1). Let V, W be the 
K-subspaces spanned by {v: v' > v} and {w: w' > w} respectively. Let V0 , 
W0 be the K-subspaces spanned by {v: v' > v, v =!= v} and {w: w' > w, w =!= w} 
respectively. Then we have proved ,B(V) C W and ,B(V0) C W0 • By the same 
result for ,s-I, ,B(V) = Wand ,B(V0 ) = W0 • Thus ,8 induces an isomorphism 
from V(V0 to W(W0 • But the dimensions of these classes are the cardinalities 
of the congruence classes of v', w'. So these cardinalities are equal. 
Step V. Two classes which are correspondent under ,8* have the same type. 
Either all vertices in [v] commute, or no two commute. Let t[v] denote the 
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subalgebra of K(G) generated by the vertices of[v]. Then t[v] n K1(G) ~ VfV0 • 
From the commutative diagram 
VfVo (8) VfVo----+K2(G)fVoKl(G) + Kl(G) Vo 
t t 
it follows that t[ v] is commutative if and only if t[ w] is commutative. This 
proves Step IV. 
Theorem 8 now follows directly from an application of Theorem 3. 
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